
Wildwood Days fairy parties 
 
Fairies is a popular theme so we have a range of activities 
to suit different age groups and venues. We're always 
willing to try something a bit different so just ask if you 
want an activity that's not listed. You can choose 1 starred 
activity and 2 other activities: 
 

*Make a peg fairy (£2 per child extra) – a lovely craft activity and a nice 
thing to take home at the end of the party. Give your peg fairy a face (with 
sharpie markers), woollen hair, petal wings and a dress – each one is unique. 
Or you could make a stick fairy if you want a more natural look (see photo 
below). 
 
*Make a fairy garden (£3.50 per child extra) – we provide all the 
materials so that each child can make a miniature world to take home. 
Children can choose 2 small flowering plants to put in their pot and then add a 
mini wooden fairy house, coloured gravel, shells, rocks and a mini mushroom 
to make it truly magical. 
 
Peg fairy hunt – a selection of peg fairies are hidden around the site – the 
children have to find as many as possible. For older children this can be made 
more complex with clues to help you guess each fairy’s name. 
 
Natural crowns and/or bracelets – each 
child receives a crown covered in double 
sided sticky tape, which they can then 
decorate with petals, leaves, moss, etc. 
Alternatively, each child has a cardboard 
bracelet to decorate in the same way. 
 
Fairy lanterns – decorate a glass jar with 
some fairy silhouette stickers and some 
coloured tissue paper. These come with twine 
handles and real tea lights or (for a small 
additional charge) battery tea lights. 
 
Woodland potions – everyone is given a little pot and a mixing stick and 
asked to collect some woodland ingredients to make a potion. We provide extra 

flower petals and berries, as well as coloured water 
and some fairy dust (glitter) to make it look magical. If 
requested we can provide containers (glass jars or 
plastic bottles) so that the potions can be taken home. 
 
Grass heart wands – Everyone chooses a stick and 
then gets to add natural decorations (grasses, flowers, 
etc.) and/or ribbon to create their own magical wand. 
We can help with knot tying if needed. Another nice 
crafty activity to inspire imaginative play.  


